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ABSTRACT

Introduction Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is a major health concern among populations of South Asian ethnicity. Although dietary and physical activity interventions may reduce the risk of T2D, the effectiveness has been moderate among South Asians. This might (in part) be because this subgroup follows strategies that were originally developed for interventions among other populations. Therefore, this review aims to assess the evidence for the current dietary and physical activity strategies recommended in T2D prevention intervention studies and guidelines for South Asians.

Methods and analysis Included will be all studies and guidelines on dietary and/or physical activity strategies to prevent T2D in adult South Asians. Two reviewers will search online databases from their start until the present date for published and unpublished experimental/quasiexperimental studies, with at least an abstract in English. References of identified articles and key reviews will be screened for additional studies. Guidelines will be identified by searches in online databases and websites of public organisations. Finally, expert consultations will be held to supplement any missing information. Trial quality will be assessed with the Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies Data, and guidelines with the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research & Evaluation (AGREE) II. Data on the strategies recommended, targeting and evidence on effectiveness will be extracted by two reviewers and presented in tabular and narrative forms. Recommendations will be compared with the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE).9

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Our extensive strategy to identify relevant studies and guidelines includes searching a large number of online databases, manually searching public health websites and consultations with relevant experts.
- Quality assessment and reporting of results will be done in accordance with relevant guidelines of systematic reviews.
- Reviewers will not be blinded during quality assessment.

INTRODUCTION

Populations of South Asian origin are at particularly high risk for type 2 diabetes (T2D).1–3 This is of concern because T2D increases the risk of several comorbid conditions including cardiovascular and renal disease, which adversely impacts on quality of life and lifespan.1 Diet and physical activity are key modifiable risk factors for T2D.3 It is known that interventions with specific strategies targeting these behaviours may prevent or postpone T2D.6–8 Strategies for diet and physical activity to prevent T2D have also formed the basis for population-wide prevention guidelines issued by public health organisations. For instance, in the UK, ‘eating fibre-rich foods’ was included in the T2D prevention ‘Population and community-level interventions guideline,’ issued by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE).9

Recently, interventions targeting diet and physical activity have also been implemented to reduce the risk of T2D among populations of South Asian origin. However, the trials evaluating intensive lifestyle interventions in this group show only moderate effects.10–15 One interesting observation is that, while the mode of delivery of these
interventions was often culturally adapted, the recommended dietary and physical activity strategies were often based on those developed for application in other populations.\(^\text{10, 11}\) For instance, the intervention implemented in the DHIAAN trial among South Asians in the Netherlands was culturally adapted to that population.\(^\text{10}\) However, the adaptations mainly concerned the design of the intervention and the mode of delivery.\(^\text{14}\) The strategies for diet and physical activity directly followed those originally developed for the general Dutch population.\(^\text{14}\) The use of similar targets may be problematic if the effects of specific changes in physical activity or diet varies across populations; studies suggest that this may be the case.\(^\text{15, 16}\) For instance, a difference in the effects of a high-calorie, high-fat diet on insulin sensitivity was found between South Asian and Caucasian men.\(^\text{15}\)

This raises the question whether the strategies investigated in intervention trials among South Asians to date are entirely appropriate for South Asian populations. While previous reviews have discussed the effects of interventions on the prevention of T2D, for instance by estimating its effects on weight loss, none has examined the specific strategies that were used.\(^\text{5, 12, 17, 18}\)

An evaluation of the different strategies will provide an overview of current strategies and their relevance to the South Asian population which will, ultimately, stimulate the development of more targeted and effective preventive strategies.

Therefore, this systematic review will examine the dietary and physical activity strategies recommended in the guidelines of public organisations and in intervention studies for the prevention of T2D in adult South Asian populations.

The specific questions in this review are:
1. What are the current dietary and physical activity strategies used for the prevention of T2D in adult South Asian populations worldwide?
2. Were the strategies specifically targeted to characteristics of the South Asian population?
3. How effective were the strategies for the prevention of T2D in the South Asian population?

This paper describes the protocol that will be used for the systematic review.

### METHODS AND ANALYSIS

This systematic review protocol is, where appropriate, in line with the preferred reporting items for systematic review/meta-analysis protocols.\(^\text{19}\) The protocol is registered with the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) registration number CRD42015027067.

#### Design

Systematic review.

### Eligibility criteria

We will include intervention studies as well as guidelines. Guidelines are defined as a set of recommended strategies especially developed for the target population. These may include clinical practice guidelines as well as guidelines developed by public organisations, ministries of health, national organisations, primary medical organisations or community-based organisations. Selections of studies as well as guidelines will be based on the following criteria:

#### Study designs

- All intervention studies with experimental/quasiexperimental evaluations will be considered: these include (cluster) randomised controlled trials (RCTs), non-RCTs and before-after studies.
- Modelling studies, study protocols, reviews, retrospective cohort studies and cross-sectional studies will be excluded, as they do not report on experimental evaluations of an intervention in a population.
- All dietary and physical activity guidelines on the prevention of T2D in South Asians will be included.

#### Participants

- Only studies or guidelines targeting adults aged ≥18 years will be included.
- The study population should consist of at least 75% South Asians, or have an identifiable subpopulation of at least 75% South Asian ethnicity (eg, in a stratified sample). South Asian ethnicity is defined as descending from the South Asian subcontinent, that is, the countries Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan or Sri Lanka. For studies set in the Indian subcontinent, we will assume that the population is South Asian, unless specified otherwise.
- Studies on pregnant women or malnourished populations will be excluded, as these groups may require specific interventions.
- As the focus of the review is on the prevention of T2D, interventions among populations with T2D are excluded. Studies and guidelines that report on an identifiable subgroup of people without T2D may be considered, for example, in reports combining an investigation of diabetes prevention and management.

#### Interventions

- Of interest are dietary and physical activity interventions at the individual, household or community level that aim to reduce T2D risk.
- Studies exclusively on drugs and surgical interventions, or studies on drugs and/or surgical interventions in combination with dietary and/or physical activity interventions will be excluded. However, studies may be included if drugs and surgical interventions are used as alternative interventions or as the comparator
in a study on dietary and/or physical activity interventions.

Comparators
All types of comparators will be included, for example, within-group comparisons (before-after study), usual care or alternative interventions, including drugs.

Outcomes of interest
The outcomes of interest include all descriptive data of dietary and physical activity strategies of the included intervention studies and guidelines. For the description of the effectiveness, the outcomes of interest are related to the effects of the intervention on the prevention of T2D. Therefore, we will consider changes in incident T2D, pre-diabetes and underlying measures of glucose metabolism. Reports on the reduction of overweight/obesity are also considered if the intervention ultimately aims to reduce the T2D risk.

Primary outcomes are
► dietary strategies to prevent T2D
► physical activity strategies to prevent T2D.

Secondary outcomes are
► incidence of T2D
► incidence of pre-diabetes
► indicators of T2D, that is, impaired fasting glucose or impaired glucose tolerance
► anthropometric indicators of adiposity.

The outcomes will be collected as reported, and the measures and definitions used to classify the outcomes will be extracted to facilitate interpretation of the reported findings.

Setting
All types of settings (eg, individual, household or community level) in which the intervention was carried out will be included. All geographical locations are considered.

Language
Included will be articles in any language that have an abstract available in English. For full-text papers not available in English, we will translate the methods and results sections. Guidelines written in any language will be included. Manuscripts and guidelines that cannot be translated by a member of the study team will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.

Time span
A search will be conducted from the start of each database in our search strategy until the present date. This time limit will cover the relevant period, as previous reviews on interventions in South Asian populations indicate that no studies were conducted before the start of the database.2, 17

Selection based on quality assessment
Studies with a weak rating in the quality assessment will be excluded from the effectiveness assessment. However, studies will be included in the overview of dietary and physical activity strategies regardless of the quality score. This is done because the quality of recommended strategies may be independent from the quality of the conducted study.

Search methods
Scientific literature
The search strategy (see online supplementary appendix 1) was developed in collaboration with a clinical librarian from the Academic Medical Center (Amsterdam) and was peer reviewed by members of the project group of the EuroDHyan study (www.eurodhyan.eu). Eligible published work will be identified by searching for reports in the following databases: PUBMED, Embase, Cochrane Library and Web of Science.

► Unpublished and in-progress studies will be identified by searching the world’s largest trial registers, trial registers of the South Asian countries and registers of the top five emigration countries of the South Asian countries with 1 million or more emigrants a year. These trial registers are: WHO International Clinical Trials Registry Platform, International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP), ClinicalTrials.gov, ISRCTN Register, EU Clinical Trials Register, the Clinical Trials Register India, the Sri Lanka Clinical Trials Registry, The Saudi Clinical Trials Registry, UK Clinical Trials Gateway and Health Canada’s Clinical Trials Database. The search strategy is presented in online supplementary appendix 2. The study leaders of the identified unpublished and in-progress studies will be contacted to establish whether published literature was missed. We will provide an overview of ongoing studies that have not yet published any results.

► Additionally, the reference lists of five key reviews2, 12, 17, 18, 20 and of all the included studies will be screened.

► Expert consultations will be held to identify any missing studies.

► The search strategy is restricted by the time span (start of the database to present) and language (abstract available in English).

Guidelines
Other dietary and physical activity guidelines will be identified by online searches of the grey literature. We will search for websites of public organisations on the worldwide level, such as the WHO and the Food and Agriculture Organisation. In addition, websites will be searched of ministries of health and nutrition, nutrition centres, physical activity organisations, primary medical organisations for diabetes and community-based organisations operating at the national, state or province level.

The websites of these organisations will be identified using a publicly available search engine (Google) and visiting web pages of the local government. After identification of the web pages of the various organisations, the individual websites will be searched for the information that is needed by clicking the appropriate headings and/or by use of internal search engines.

Websites that cannot be translated by any of the team members will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

These searches will be conducted in all South Asian countries: Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Pakistan. In addition, we will include the top five emigration countries of the South Asian countries with 1 million or more emigrants a year: Saudi Arabia, UK, Kuwait, Oman, USA, United Arab Emirates, Canada and Qatar.21

Expert consultations will be held to identify relevant missing guidelines.

Studys records

Data management

Citation titles and abstracts will be exported from the search engines to Endnote V7.4. Duplicates will be removed automatically and, thereafter, manually checked for any missed duplicates. For citations found eligible during screening of titles and abstracts, we will retrieve full texts and import those into Endnote. A PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram will be manually created during the screening process. Guideline titles and summaries will be screened on the websites of the search engines and on other relevant websites. Full-text guidelines will be exported from the search engines and websites to a folder on the personal computers. The source of the guidelines and the date on which the guideline was retrieved will be stored. Duplicates will be removed manually and eligible full-text guidelines will be stored in a separate folder.

Study selection

Two reviewers will independently screen titles and abstracts for eligibility. Discrepancies in screening will be resolved by discussion. A third reviewer will be consulted if no consensus is reached. Full texts will be retrieved for the selected articles, and two reviewers will assess whether these meet the inclusion criteria. Discrepancies will be resolved by discussion and, if no consensus is reached, a third reviewer will be consulted for arbitration. The reasons for exclusion of full texts will be noted.

Guidelines will be selected by two reviewers. Discrepancies in selection will be resolved by discussion and, in case no consensus is reached, a third reviewer will be consulted.

Data extraction

Data will be extracted from the selected papers by two reviewers. Discrepancies will be resolved by consensus, and a third reviewer will be consulted if necessary. In the description of the data, information from records describing the same study ID will be combined. We aim to describe dietary and physical activity recommendations, and the evidence for any targeted advice for the South Asian population.

For identified intervention studies, data will be extracted from the identified reports and also from protocols describing the intervention. Also, a search will be made by study name for protocols published in the medical literature or on study websites. If these are not available, the corresponding authors will be contacted for the intervention protocols. We will register contact attempts and report whether protocols were retrieved. Corresponding authors of the included studies will also be contacted to resolve any ambiguities.

For identified guidelines, the URL and the date of the website visit will be recorded. Data are extracted from the guidelines by two reviewers. Discrepancies are resolved by consensus and, if necessary, a third reviewer is consulted. The primary outcomes are the dietary and physical activity recommendations made. Further, we will examine whether and how recommendations were targeted to the South Asian population, including references that provide evidence for these adaptations.

The following data will be extracted for intervention studies:

1. study ID;
2. reported study type (eg, RCT and before-after study);
3. geographical setting (country and (sub)urban/rural);
4. setting of the study (eg, household, community-based or individual);
5. included sample size/number of clusters + cluster sizes;
6. relevant demographic characteristics (including age, ethnicity, country of origin, % male and sociodemographic characteristics);
7. description of intervention, type of interventions and exact dietary (grouped by nutrients, products or food patterns) and physical activity interventions;
8. intervention strategy;
9. duration of the intervention;
10. comparator;
11. intended and reported study duration;
12. inclusion/exclusion criteria;
13. primary and secondary aims of the study (eg, weight loss or prevention of T2D);
14. outcomes;
15. effect sizes;
16. confounders adjusted for;
17. bias assessment;
18. follow-up rate and handling of dropouts;
19. follow-up period;
20. adaptations for South Asian target group;
21. evidence used to underpin the strategies included in the interventions.

The following data will be extracted for guidelines:
1. organisation name;
2. geographical setting (country);
3. operating level, for example, national or state/province level;
4. description of intervention, type of interventions and exact dietary (grouped by nutrients, products or food patterns) and physical activity interventions;
5. specified subgroups or inclusion/exclusion criteria;
6. dietary (grouped by nutrients, products or food patterns) and physical activity recommendations;
7. adaptations for South Asian target group;
8. evidence used to underpin the strategies included in the guidelines.

Risk of bias
► The Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies (developed by the Effective Public Health Practice Project) will be used for a quality assessment of the included studies.
► The reviewers will not be blinded to the studies during the quality assessment process, because it is expected that the reviewers will be familiar with some or all identified studies.
► Two reviewers will individually rate the components, which include: selection bias, study design, confounders, blinding, data collection methods, withdrawals and dropouts, intervention integrity and analyses. Each section can be rated strong, moderate or weak.
► The overall study will be rated according to the section ratings. No weak ratings will result in a strong study rating, while one weak rating will result in a moderate rating for the study, and two or more weak ratings will result in a weak overall rating.
► The quality of guidelines will be assessed by the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research & Evaluation II instrument.
► Two reviewers will independently rate the components which include: scope and purpose, stakeholder involvement, rigour of development, clarity of presentation, applicability and editorial independence. Items are scored on a 7-point scale.
► For both types of quality assessment methods agreement of reviewers will be checked, in case of disagreement a discussion will be held and, if no consensus is reached, a third reviewer will judge.

► If the study quality is judged to be weak, the study results will not be used to assess the effectiveness of the interventions. However, the dietary and physical activity recommendations and evidence base for these recommendations will still be reported.

Data analysis
Synthesis
Data on dietary and physical activity recommendations from the intervention studies and from the guidelines will be presented in tabular and narrative forms to provide an overview of the currently used dietary and physical activity strategies to prevent T2D in adult South Asian populations. The results will be compared with the NICE guidelines [PH35] ‘Type 2 diabetes prevention: populations and community-level interventions,’ published in May 2011.9 This is the most recent guideline for the prevention of T2D in the general population. Comparing identified strategies with the strategies from the NICE guidelines will enable us to identify to what extent strategies match or deviate from the current insights in strategies that were developed to prevent T2D in the general population. We will identify whether the strategies were specifically targeted to characteristics of the South Asian population, and will describe the available evidence for the effectiveness of these adaptations. This will include reviewing any citations given for evidence on the effectiveness of the recommended changes in relation to the risk of T2D or the glucose metabolism among South Asians. In addition, we will consider any evidence on the effectiveness of (targeted) strategies from the included intervention studies if quality was assessed to be moderate or strong. Finally, we may look for further observational data on the prevalence of the dietary and physical activity strategies and the association of components with T2D in the scientific literature. In addition, in the evaluation of our findings, we will analyse variations in the recommendations by population subgroups. Subgroups can consist of various ethnic groups, migrant/non-migrant groups, geographical setting (Europe/USA/Asia/Oceania), sex (men/women) and/or age (≤50 years/≥50 years).

AMENDMENTS
In case of amendments, we will provide the date of each amendment and a description of the change and its rationale in this section. No changes will be incorporated in the protocol. MM will be responsible for approving, documenting and implementing the amendments.
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